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Birds of a Feather
by Sita Singh
Despite his friends' support, Mo is sad about being the only white peacock in a colorful jungle until the night of the big dance, when he
discovers that being different can feel great.

Leap Frog
by Jane Clarke
"What's that noise? The jungle can be a scary place for a tiny tree frog like Felix, and all the strange noises are making him a little bit
jumpy. Help Felix find a safe place -- and perhaps a special someone -- so he can nod off for a peaceful sleep."

Bear Can't Sleep
by Karma Wilson
"It's time for Bear to hibernate but he can't sleep, so his friends all band together to help"

The One and Only Sparkella
by Channing Tatum
"Ella is excited for her first day at a new school. Glimmering pencil case? Check! Shimmering backpack? Check! Glittery ribbons in her
hair? Check! She can't wait to meet the other kids and share her sparkly personality. But her first day doesn't go quite as planned: Her
new classmates don't like her disco-ball shoes, her PB&J-with-sprinkles sandwich, or her rainbow-y unicorn painting. Ella decides to try
to be less sparkly at school the next day so the other kids won't make fun of her. But with a little help from her dad, she soon learns the
importance of just being herself, no matter what other people say."

Seaside Stroll
by Charles Trevino
"Bundle up! It's time for a snowy, sandy beach walk in this story where every word starts with the letter S. During a wintertime beach
saunter with her mom, a girl and her doll make splendid discoveries and savor the sunset. When the girl stumbles, her doll slips into a
tidal pool. Soaked! And after a sudsy steam in the bath, they snuggle up for a bedtime story."

Oona
By Kelly DiPucchio
Oona and her best friend Otto love to search for treasure...and often find trouble instead. Messy trouble. Tricky trouble. Even sharkrelated trouble. That's never stopped them before, though! After all, no proper treasure hunt is without some adventure. But when the
grandest treasure yet is stuck in a deep, dark rift, Oona's not sure if she can dive right in. What might be waiting for her in those
unknown waters?

Life
by Cynthia Rylant
There are so many wonderful things about life, both in good times and in times of struggle. Through the eyes of the world's animals -including elephants, monkeys, whales, and more -- Cynthia Rylant offers a meditation on finding beauty around us every day and
finding strength in adversity.

First Day of Unicorn School
by Jess Hernandez
Milly is thrilled to be accepted into the elite Unicorn School, although she is a donkey in disguise, but her first day reveals she has much
in common with her fellow newcomers.

The Bruce Swap
By Ryan T. Higgins
Bruce the bear's family wishes he were less grumpy, but when his cousin Kevin arrives for a visit, he brings more fun than they ever
wanted.

Supergirl : An Origin Story
By Steven Brezenoff
How did Supergirl become one of the Earth's greatest super heroes? Discover the story behind Kara Danvers' journey from Superman's
kid cousin to full-fledged Justice League member, including the source of her out-of-this-world superpowers.

